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Which one is 
longest?
a) 2.3m
b) 23cm
c) 230mm
d) 0.23m
e) 2m3cm
f) 2m30cm
g) 2cm3mm

Review: Phases to introduce Unit.

Two types of 
terminology

First one is 
invariant: 
Mathematical 
Thinking

Second one is 
variant which 
express 
conceptual 
differences to 
explain 
necessary 
task sequence.

Why it is necessary?
We discussed it at the last lesson.

Second one is 
variant which 
express 
conceptual 
differences to 
explain 
necessary 
task sequence.

In this lecture, we 
use both 
terminology.
Instead of 
preferring the word 
‘concept.’

WHY?

Review: Phases to introduce Unit. Why it is necessary?
We discussed it at the last lesson, right?

Second one is 
variant which 
express 
conceptual 
differences to 
explain 
necessary task 
sequence.

Why we do not prefer 
the word ‘concept.’

Because the word 
‘concept’ 
implicates
mathematical 
concept. If you 
can explain it, 
exactly, it must be 
necessary. If not,
to explain school 
curriculum and 
task sequence, it 
must be better to 
use our 
terminology.
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Review: Part I

English numeral is NOT 
the Base 10 system

Quantity does NOT always follow 
the Base 10 place value system

Change the denominagtions

Use appropriate unit-quantity for 
measuement

Learning the operation of measurement by using what 
we learned at the number and operation

Denominated number VS Compound 
(multi-denominated) number
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Necessity of the operations 
on the measurement.
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Because in our life, we usually use the 
number as quantity.

We cannot introduce and extend number 
itself without using denominated number.

Why we 
introduce 
standard 
unit from 
this activity?
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Length/Distance are defined by subtraction 
in operation.
Road Distance is a total of several distances. 

How long is the tape by using the 
1m scale and 30 cm scale?

1m and remain some.

Four times of 30 cm and short 
some. 7

Mass
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• Measurement System

• International System of 
Units（Wikipedia）
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This lecture use SEA-BES: CCRLS to explain objectivesAll these are 
the content 
of learning!!
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(4)

(5)

(6)
These terminology explain the process. Thus,  if you can imagine 
concrete materials for each class, you are able to develop it in 
your classroom. That’s why we have been discussing materials.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_System_of_Units

